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Swiss Moral Rights permit owner to destroy but not modify house: a recent decision of a Swiss state court

Thomas Widmer, LALIVE, Geneva, Switzerland

Art. 12 (3) of the Swiss Federal Copyright Act of 1992 (the “Copyright Act”) reads that works of architecture

may be modified by their owner.

However, Art. 11 (2) of the Copyright Act stresses that even if a third party is authorized by contract or by law

to modify a work of art, the author is entitled to oppose any alteration of the work which would affect his

personal rights.

In other words, Swiss law, like French law but contrary to British law, for instance, considers that waivers to

the right of integrity are null and void.

The conditions upon which an architect may oppose alterations of an architectural work are the following:

First, the architectural work must qualify as a work of art. It must therefore have an “individual character”. The

individuality is to be distinguished from the commonness of routine work; it results from the diversity of the

decisions taken by the author and by surprising and unusual combinations making it extremely unlikely that a

third party confronted with the same task would be able to create an identical work.

In the case under scrutiny, the villa, which had been the object of various articles published in specialized

magazines, was considered by the court as clearly different from common villas – and thus bearing an

individual character.

Second, the alteration, which must be important, has to affect the author's personal rights.

The moral right of integrity aims at protecting the author's professional reputation and honor, but not the work

of art per se. The more a work of art is original and bears the author's mark, the more the courts will tend to

accept that an alteration affects the author's personal rights.

In the case at hand, the owner of the real estate wished to cover an open terrace by way of a movable

system or by erecting a pergola in the continuation of the terrace. The criterion of the importance of the

alteration was thus fulfilled. Moreover, the open terrace was precisely one of the singularities of the property

and closing it could prejudice, according to the court, the very nature of the villa as well as, by way of

consequence, the architect's own personality.

Third, moral rights cannot, in principle, impede alterations which aim to maintain the economic value of a

property or to adapt a property to technical and ecological conceptions (e.g. additional insulation, installation

of solar panels, etc.). This was not an issue in casu.

Fourth, unlike French law, moral rights under Swiss law are limited in time and expire seventy years after the

author's death. The author's heirs are authorized to exercise these rights, pursuant to their own judgment.

This was not an issue in the case at hand either, since the architect of the villa was still alive when the owner

decided to proceed with the litigious modifications.

Five, architects are not entitled to oppose the destruction of their architectural work; they only have the right

to take pictures of their work and to receive – at their own costs – a copy of the related architectural plans.

Finally, it is worth noting that in some countries, like Austria, owners of architectural works protected by

copyright are allowed to freely modify their real estate but have to affix a plate mentioning that the architect

has not consented to such modification. This alternative could be adopted in Swiss law, according to legal

scholars, in case of minor breaches of the moral right of integrity only, when other sanctions would be

disproportionate (J. de Werra, Le droit à l'intégrité de l'oeuvre, Berne 1997, n° 137).


